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On the structure of groups which can be represented 
as the product of two subgroups. 
By J. SZÉP in Budapest. 
.-A. . * . 
The. results of the present paper given here are connected with the 
researches of L.. RÉDEI1) on the generalization of the skew product (schiefes 
Produkt) introduced by" him. I shall return to this connection in the.detailed . 
discussion. For a long time I believed that my researches are connected only 
with those of L . RÉDEI. Shortly before publication I learned that G . . Z A P P A 2 ) 
has arrived in 1940 at the relations (2), (3), (4) of the present ' paper in a 
similar way as Í did.' 
* * 
In a previous paper.8) I have published the following results: 
Let the group. O be representable as .the product of two proper sub-
groups tt • ' . - . " • ' • • • 
<a) ® = 
This means that each element of $ multiplied by each element of § produces 
all elements of © exactly once. It. is well known that the necessary and 
sufficient condition for. the fulfilment 'of (a) is, that the only common element 
of the subgroups ^ and ® should be the unit element. For the order of the 
group © the equality (©) = (£)•(&') holds. Owing to the symmetrical position • 
. of § and Si, (a) implies 
<b) • . = 
Let H, H', H,... and K, K', K,... denote elements of £> and re-
spectively. Then by (b ) 'we get . a relation . • . ' , 
(c) KH= H' K\ 
') L. RÉDEI, Die Anwendungeti des schiefen Próduktes in der Gruppentheorie, Journal 
fiir die reine und angewandte Math. (Under press.) In this paper, RÉDEI defines a group 
© arising from two given groups arid S: by relations which are essentially identical with. • 
the relations (2), (3), (4). He showed that this group ©' has subgroups isomorphic to 6 
and and that their orders satisfy the relation (©) = (.§)'($). He gives a new proof, and 
partly an improvement, of our results contained in § § 1—2. 
2) G. ZAPPA, Costituzione dei griippi prodotte di due dati sottogruppi permutabili 
tra loro, Alti Secondo Congresso Unione Mat. Italiana Bologna 1940, p. 115—125. 
3) J. SZÉP, Über die als Produkt zweier Untergruppen darstellbaren endlichen 
Gruppén, Commentarii Math. Helvetia, 22 (1948',. p. 31 - 33. 
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where H' and K'. are uniquely defined whenever both H and K are given. 
When H fixed, then A" together with K runs over all elements of We 
may thus associate with each / / the"following permutation of elements of £ 
It .is readily seen that U n T I a — I l H ^ holds. 
T h e o r e m A : . The permutations Hu of the elements of fi form a group 
11(B) and £> II (Si). In this homomorphism to .the unit element of II (Si) 
corresponds a maximal normal subgroup dl- of ©4) which is a normal sub-
group of § and 
//"(«)• ' 
In an exactly similar way, leaving K fixed in H'K' — KH, H' runs 
together, with H over all elements of Again, we associate with thé. element 
K the permutation of the elements of As easily seen, n^IIK = n ^ . 
Owing to the symmetry of.§ and theorem" A holds also if we change 
their rôle. 
§ 1. 
We shall introduce a new notation for the permutations H and for H r 
and K' in (c): . • 
(1) KH = HiK1Km., 
that is, we denote by K[H] the element K' into which K passes by the 
permutation [H]=JIH. The notation HlK] should be understood in a simi-
lar way.. . 
• B y ( l ) , the product.of two-elements of © may be.written as 
(2) . ' HKH'K' = HH'[K]Kl" ]K'. 
The elements of © have to satisfy the associative law 
(HK.H'K') H"K"=HH'[KiK[inK'H"K" — HHH!'1^"1^ (KlH1 K'f1"^ K", 
HK(H'K'H"K")=HK'H'H"iK']K'i"'']K"=H 
Comparing these we get 
( H ' H " [ K ] ) i K l = H , U Q H " [ d ' n K , > ( K [ n i K ' ) { n " ] = K [ " ' h " { K } ] K ' [ n ] 
As these relations must hold for every H and A', they may be written 
in a similar fo rm: 
(3) • . (HH')w = H[K]HAKm\ ( K K f n = K["U<i]K'jn. ' . 
4) This means that © has no normal subgroup 9 Î ' ( ( 9 Ï ' ) > ( 9 Î ) ) which is a sub-
group of SQ. 
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We may add to these the relations given by the definition of H l E ] 
and Km: 
It may easily be proved, that if we have for example' by the 
given permutations of [$], the permutations of [§] are uniquely defined. • 
§ 2. ' • 
. The elements [H] of the group [&] are permutations of the group 
From now on let these permutations be automorphisms of the group If 
similar condition holds for the: [£] too, i .e . , the elements [K\ of the group 
[£] are automorphisms, of the group |>, we call .the group* © = a group* 
of automorphic composition. If only one of these two conditions ho ldsa i shall 
denote the group © a group of semiautOmorphic composition. 
T h e o r e m 1. Every group of automorphic or semiautomorphic compo-
sition has a proper normal subgroup. ' ' 
P r o o f . By (c) we have KH = H'K'. If H' = H for every H, when Kr 
runs over all elements of. St simultaneously with K, our theorem is evident,, 
since 5IH = H® holds for every H, i .e . R is a normal subgroup. 
Let now H'----H\ then we have KH - H'K', KII^ - H' K', thus we get: 
KK~l H- = H' K'K'~x. Since the permutation [//] = (j^/j is an automorphism 
of the group M, we-have in [ t f ] : . KK~[ —> K'K'~l and we get ' 
thus \H')[H\'1 = [H'H'^] = E. Consequently, according to theorem A, § has 
a proper normal subgroup 9Í,. which is also a normal subgroup of ©. 
The .proof runs similarly for 5?. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. 1. Let |> and SI be given, if the order.of the automorphism 
group of SI is relatively prime to the order of § and the same holds for the 
automorphism group of £>, then .there is only one group © = .£>.ft of auto-
morphic composition and © is the direct product of $ and 
C o r o l l a r y 1.2. If the group ©. is a group of automorphic composition 
and i f . [.&] ^ ft, then § is a normal subgroup. 
According to (1), K—yKiH], K'^K'{H},... .. In a group of automorphic 
composition we have KK'-+{KK')[H\= K[H] K'm. Similarly, for the elements 
of § we have HH'-+(HH')m = HÍK]H'ÍK]. 
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For the group © = .£$ of automorphic composition the relations (2), 
•(3), (4)' become 
(2') . HKH'K' - HH'(K]Kih']K', . 
(3 ' ) . • ( H H ' f K ^ = H L K l H ' { K \ \ K K ' f H J = K W j K ' [ H \ . . 
( H \ K \ ^ jfiHWi'i 
'Comparing (3') with (3), 
(5) [K[H]] = [K],.[HiK,]] = [//]; 
(5) holds for every HÇÎQ and Let now be the maximal normal 
subgroup of © 4 ) (defined by theorem A), further let SDicft' similarly defined. 
Then (5) means that the automorphism [H] transforms the element K into 
the coset of the factor-group containing K. Similar statement holds for 
Hence in groups of automorphic .composition, the elements of [$] trans-
form every.coset K3l = FK of the factor-group S/331 into itself, i .e . , using 
the notation of (c), FKH=H'FK. Similarly, [§] transforms every coset 
/ /9 i =FFF.of the factor-gro.up SQ/9Ï into itself, FHK' = KFH. As H'FA = F1<H, 
if H varies over all the elements of H' does the same, j ^ J = [K\ = [FK\-
The permutation ( j^/ j transforms FH into itself, thus FHFK — FKFH for every 
À3 and K a V 
Since -and 31 have no common element other than the unit element, 
9)1 X 9Ï is again a normal subgroup of © (the sign x denotes direct product). 
Hence we get the following theorem: . 
T h e o r e m 2.. Let @ = £> ft be a group of automorphic composition,'let 
9Î c£> be the maximal- normal subgroup of © and SOI the same for it. Then 
the factor-group x 3Î breaks down into the direct product of two of its 
subgroups 
C o r o . H a - r y 2. I;5)- © contains, besides 9)1 and 31, two normal sub-
groups fi' and !Q', such that 
Sï'jm^k. 
C o r o i la , ry 2. 2.8) We have 
© / § ' ~ il ' /(a» X 31), @/fi' ~ £'/(2tt X 9Ï). ' 
It is easily proved, • that if © = §5£ is a group of .semiautomorphic 
composition, i. é. for example if the permutations for [£>] are automorphisms 
of the group then the factor-group @/90i breaks down into the product 
5i This follows from theorem 2 when combined with theorem 20 of A. SPEISER, 
Theorie der Gruppen von endlicher Ordnung, .3rd edition (Berlin, 1937). • 
. °) This follows from corollary 2 . 1 when combined with theorem 23 of SPEISER, 1. c .5) . 
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of two of its subgroups . w . 
where § is a normal subgroup of the group ($/9^) •£>. ... 
'•• § 3 . 
T h e o r e m 3. If in- the finite group © = ^¡St- the orders of the groups £>• 
and .it are relatively prime, then every normal subgroup © of ® is either a 
normal subgroup of !Q or of or it is of the form © = where § and St: 
are normal subgroups of fe and St, respectively. .. - •• 
P r o o f . Let the .elements of © b e / / , Kx ,• H., K„_,...; then 
HiKi £ © 7V IQHJQK; 1 -: KiHi C © > HiKJCfl, ~ HiKfHi £©--> 
— //¡( / / fAr l 2 / / i ) / /r 1 = Hf © — HfKfKiH,= 
' . H ^ H i K f Ht) M-1 = H f k f € © — . . - . 
i. e. H,'Kt € © implies H[K[£ © J o r r = 1, 2 , . . . . , . If r is the order of the ele-
ment H„ then i. e. K,£© (since r and the order of /('¡ are relatively,-
prime). By a similar reasoning we find / / ¡ £ © . Hence we conclude: 
• = © ( f = {Hv, Hit . ..}, it = {!<„ Ko, .'. .}).-, 
H~ l<gHciQ and c © (HCfe) imply that § is a normal ¡subgroup of. 
Similarly, St is a. normal subgroup of St. 
C o r o l l a r y -3. If in the finite group © = where ((.§), (.ft)) =--1, the 
groups a/zt/ St are simple and = [.ft] ^ £>, then the group © is neces-
' surily simple. 
. . (Received. July 15, 1949.) 
') The sign —»-.is the sign of implication. 
